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What is neuroimaging?

• Any one of various tools for determining biological 
and physical properties of the brain (without cutting 
it open)

From: Weighing brain activity with the balance: Angelo Mosso’s original manuscripts 
come to light; Brain. 2013;137(2):621-633



MRI: Still lying down

• MRI: Physical setup limits naturalistic environment
– Less realism, nonsocial, head must remain still
– Stimuli typically static images/tasks



EEG
• Easier for subjects
• Better temporal 

resolution: can 
differentiate primary 
sensory & secondary 
responses

• Direct measure of 
brain activity

• Worse spatial 
resolution than fMRI

• Wearable devices for 
use outside lab? 

Engelhardt et al., 2011; J Exp Soc Pysh 47.5: 1033-1036.



What can fMRI tell us?
• Traditional fMRI measures relative differences in activity 

between different conditions
• Simple designs allow us to isolate responses or processes, 

but may be less realistic 
Example: Neural “desensitization”?

• Complicated designs more difficult to interpret (e.g., 
natural viewing/playing)
– Difficult to isolate specific events

Gao et al., 2017; Frontiers in psych, 8, 650. Szycik et al. 2017; Frontiers in psych, 8, 174.



fMRI during media violence exposure

• Better for viewing general effects, rather than 
response to specific moments

Gentile 2016; PoPMC 5(1), 39



How do we interpret 
fMRI signal changes?

• We already know the brain is involved!

• Changes in energy use in the brain

• “Activation” = More relative activity during one condition

• Can be difficult to know what precisely is causing differences in activity
– Attention, effort, duration of activity, “baseline” differences

• Difficult to parse temporal order of activity: Focus on levels, location

• Neural efficiency vs. engagement?
– Is more activity better? Or less efficient?
– Important to connect to behavior measures, clinical models



Functional brain connectivity

• View brain as a dynamic system—not just a bunch of “lightbulbs”
• Seed-based: Where is activity correlated with region of interest? 
• Networks: ICA (data-driven) or defined a priori

• Network analysis typically examines underlying 
“intrinsic” connections during rest or free-viewing

Yeo et al., 2011; J Neurophsyiol 106: 1125- 1165 



Brain networks during viewing 

• More holistic 
approach to brain 
response to media 
violence

• More work needed 
that embraces data-
driven network 
approaches 

Networks: Violent > Nonviolent

Zvyagintsev et al.Neuroscience 320 (2016) 247–258



Naturalistic Viewing

• Is brain activity consistent across viewings?

Schmalzle 2017, bioXriv



Examining brain structure

• Connects gray matter 
volume, cortical thickness to 
measures of long-term media 
use

• Info about long-term 
associations with brain 
development

• Not simply bigger = better
– How does it fit in trajectory?

Freesurfer software



How does media impact brain 
development?

• Longitudinal studies 
are needed to 
understand how 
media exposure fits 
into broader picture 
of development

• Structure can’t be 
viewed in isolation

Shaw et al., 2012; Biol Psych 72:191–197



White matter

• White matter properties develop until 30’s
– May more directly reflect neurodevelopment

Diffusion Tensor Imaging:
WM microstructure

Voxel Based Morphometry:
WM microstructure

Negative association with 
TV violence exposure



Connectome Imaging 

• Global and local network measures
– Define connectivity between all regions in the brain to 

form a whole brain network

• Human Connectome Project 
http://www.humanconnectomeproject.org/

• Brian Connectivity Toolbox (Sporns et al.)



Connectomics: Individual fingerprints?

• What is connection with media 
exposure (short- and long-term)?

• May provide more info about 
individual variability, between-network 
changes Finn et al., 2015; Nat neuro 18(11), 1664.



How best to employ neuroimaging

• It is only part of the story!
– Combine imaging with other methods, models, 

measures

• Don’t settle for a pretty picture
• Understand results within larger 

understanding of pediatric brain development
• Clear, testable neural models are needed
• More examination of clinical populations
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